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Battered flight recorders (black boxes) and some of their components from decades of air disasters—at top right, one from the early 1960s—line the shelves of Ted Givens’s office at the TSB. At bottom right is the nearly pristine flight recorder recovered from the wreckage of the Sikorsky S-92.
The End of Mystery

A large transport helicopter with eighteen souls on board suddenly fell out of the sky and plunged to the bottom of the North Atlantic last March. Lost at sea, then phones began to ring.

The Search for Answers

began with a single leaf of paper, rolled up on the ocean floor, 540 feet beneath the swells. The paper was lifted from the darkness by the lights of a remotely operated vehicle dropped over the side of a supply ship called the Atlantic Osprey. The men who piloted the ROV— from inside a quiet, windowless container that had been welded to the ship's deck—trained its cameras on the paper. They were working in black and white, more out of habit than anything else. When they did what they usually did, maintaining the underworks of oil platforms, color rarely factored into it; everything down there was machined from the same shade of gray. But now these men were doing different work, and they leaned into their monitors and tried to make out the black type on the white paper. They were able to read just a few words about how to fly a helicopter. “That’s when we knew we were on the right track,” Allan Chaulk says.

On the table in front of him, inside the Transportation Safety Board of Canada's engineering branch in Ottawa, Chaulk has rolled up a piece
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